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CORRESPONDENCE
Joint letter inspired by Hymas et al. (2021) “There’s
nothing new under the sun – lessons conservationists
could learn from previous pandemics”
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INTRODUCTION
The paper by Hymas et al. (2021) (henceforth Olivier)
stimulated a discussion between one of the authors
cited in the paper (Manenti et al., 2020) (henceforth
Raoul) and the principal author of the paper. Instead of
going down the usual road of writing a reply, and
counter-reply, the authors of these two papers decided
to talk directly to each other. This reply is the fruit of
several discussions undertaken over a period of a
month. These discussions had the objective to better
understand each other’s arguments, without trying to
find consensus or unanimity of thought. This is not an
exhaustive account of these discussions, but rather a
summary of some interesting key points. In publishing
this discussion, we hope to stimulate others to have
their own discussions with people with different
disciplinary backgrounds or career paths. After an
initial introduction to each author and the original
paper, this letter has an interview-like format, in which
Raoul, sets out key point questions with the reasoning
behind the question, and then Olivier brings in his own
viewpoint and reasoning.

AUTHORS’ BACKGROUND
While both authors work on conservation issues they
come from different disciplinary backgrounds and have
different career experiences. Olivier originally trained
as an ecologist and later became an anthropologist. This
change was due to his experiences in conservation that
led him to 1) recognise the important role that people
play in shaping ecology and conservation at various
time and spatial scales, and 2) recognise that our
cultural background influences how we do conservation
and research. This recognition has led him to tweak the
scientific methodology to question the cultural
assumptions of the original observation that starts the
scientific methodology cycle of observation, background
research,
hypothesis,
experimentation
and
generalisation. This action research (Stephens et al.,
2009) like approach, results in the researcher going to
the field right at the start of the scientific methodology
in order to 1) confirm that the original observation is
applicable in the cultural settings of the field site, and 2)
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get to grips with what background research and types of
experimentation methodologies (ecological, social
science, historical, etc.) will be needed to answer the
original observation. Raoul is a zoologist interested in
general conservation, behavioural and evolutionary
questions of different animal groups from amphibians
and various freshwater invertebrates to humans.
Recently he has been trying to address how behavioural
patterns of dominant species, like humans and some top
predator species, can affect the functionality of the
communities of various ecosystems, especially ecotones
(like springs) placed at the interface between surface
(streams,
ponds,
woods)
and
underground
(subterranean aquifers, caves). For Raoul, the COVID-19
pandemic represented an interesting phenomenon to be
approached from a scientific perspective.
This discussion provided an array of interesting stimuli
on how global and sudden phenomena, like pandemics,
impact the environment and whether they provide a
research opportunity. The paper by Hymas et al. (2021)
is of interest as it looks outside the silo of the recent
ecological literature and answers a challenging question
on how COVID-19 is new and worthy of investigation
from a biological conservation perspective.

INTERVIEW
Raoul’s key point 1 – is there true novelty from the point
of view of biological conservation in the situation
created by the COVID-19 pandemic or should the
recognition of similarities with analogous historical
events undermine the current rise in conservation
literature on the subject?
A large number of recent studies have suggested that the
COVID-19 pandemic allowed scientists to investigate the
effects of a reduction in the activity of the worldwide
dominant species Homo sapiens (e.g. Bates et al., 2020;
Rutz et al., 2020). Many of these studies also claim that
the current pandemic is an unprecedented occasion in
human history (Bates et al., 2021; Kumar et al., 2020;
Lopucki et al., 2021; McElwee et al., 2020). The novelty
and the importance of studying COVID-19 is referred to
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as the effects that a human pandemic and its
consequences on a dominant species like humans may
have for the conservation of ecosystems and wildlife
(Manenti et al., 2020), irrespective of the novelty of the
disease. The emergence of previously unknown human
diseases is well-documented in the natural history of
Homo sapiens. However, the temporal and spatial scale
of the COVID-19 pandemic and the possibility to
document its effects, scientifically and globally, are new.
Olivier’s reply to key point 1 – to be honest I
initially struggled with this point. From a philosophy of
science standpoint this is equivalent to throwing out the
baby with the bath water, for I do not see why this
should be considered a ‘novel’ situation as there is so
much that can be learnt from past pandemics that are
relevant to the current situation. However, I then
realised that the issue is of temporal scale; historians
and archaeologists work on very large time scales, while
ecologists, who are faced with “pressing problems in
ecology [that] often exist at the scale of
decades” (Schneider, 2001), often work on much
shorter time scales.
While it is true that scientific equipment is continually
evolving, the scientific methodology itself has not
fundamentally changed since the ancient Greeks
(Stephens et al., 2009). Scientists, therefore, do not
have to wait for advances in technology. If they did then
there would be no point in doing science. We would not
expect future scientists documenting a pandemic to
ignore the current research on COVID-19 simply
because they have more up-to-date technology which
allows them to have access to live data collected through
various chips and sensors implanted solar system wide
in all humans, wildlife and ecosystems. There is only
one case that I know of where scientists have waited for
their gadgets to catch up before carrying out science and
that is for the Herculaneum scrolls where scientists
have patiently waited for over 250 years for new
scientific equipment (Tack, 2016).
We need to recognise that “we stand on the shoulders of
giants” (Merton, 1993); that knowledge and insight does
not spring from nowhere but is dependent on the people
who passed before us. Any situation is a novel starting
point for research (e.g. COP26 is novel as we can study
it using social media equipment). What makes the
COVID-19 pandemic so special?
Does COVID-19 differ from the 1918 influenza
pandemic? Relatively speaking both are very similar
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(Morens et al., 2021a, 2021b): both are zoonotic
diseases (Lycett et al., 2019); the state of medical
knowledge is relatively the same (transmission of
disease, its control and the need for a vaccine was
understood in 1918; though mRNA technology was not
yet available); all current transport forms existed (the
first commercial flight was in 1914; though flight was not
at the scale known today, boats were used much more;
i.e. longer periods of time with people in close
proximity); spatially, people lived across the globe but
were more dispersed with rural to urban migration,
since
1918,
resulting
in
“global
depeasantization” (Araghi, 1995) and forest recovery
(Robson & Berkes, 2011; Ellis et al., 2013); the effect of
the 1918 pandemic was also documented (including
scientifically); people also spread both diseases back
into wildlife (Morens et al., 2021a); and, most
importantly, they both had an effect on conservation
and wildlife (e.g. in Gabon, Hymas et al., 2021).
Raoul’s key point 2 – anthropause is an
unprecedented pattern with implications for the
management of protected areas
The actions taken to control COVID-19, such as
lockdown and movement restrictions, have been
considered a period of anthropause (Rutz et al., 2020),
with several effects reported for a large number of
animal and vegetal species (Kerber, 2020; SilvaRodriguez et al., 2021; Stokes et al., 2020).
Understanding the effects of current actions can allow
us to replicate them for effective management of
protected areas and conservation of endangered species.
Focusing only on historical events may not offer
insightful information for conservationists in the face of
the COVID-19 pandemic and other global events.
Olivier’s reply to key point 2 – though a siloed
approach (Tett, 2015), either just historical or just
ecological, allows experts to produce very specialised
knowledge, it can only produce limited insight for
conservationists investigating the impacts of COVID-19
on the environment, as this involves many different sets
of disciplines. The other, generalist extreme, could be to
bring all the different silos of knowledge together to find
insight (e.g. economics, politics, religion, philosophy,
psychology, medical, social and so on). While this would
be unwieldy and impossible to carry out, many
interesting insights would be produced. This raises the
question of how can a generalist approach facilitate the
bridging of silos, especially when the academic system
(funding, departments, journals) is geared to the siloed
expert (Campbell, 2005).
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Raoul’s key point 3 – the pristine myth and
wilderness conservation: what insights come from the
COVID-19 pandemic?
“Nature claims its space back” has been one of the
commonest themes of the popular and scientific
narrative during the COVID-19 pandemic and
lockdowns. Both from considering past epidemics
(Hymas et al., 2021) and analysing current patterns
(Manenti et al., 2020), this claim appears exaggerated;
however different effects occurred on wildlife although
short lasting (Derryberry et al., 2020; Koju et al., 2021;
Lopucki et al., 2021), suggesting that the actual pressure
of humans on the environment is so high that even
small reductions can positively affect the distribution
and behaviour of animals. Moreover, evolutionary
mechanisms can act more quickly than usually expected
(Zhu et al., 2018; Melotto et al., 2020). Thus, replicating
focused reductions of human impacts and pressures
offers potential solutions for specific conservation
purposes, at least in the short term. These reductions
can both be spatially and temporally limited. An
example could be the creation of community protected
seascapes, where fishing is limited which can increase
the density of fish populations outside these areas
(Abesamis & Russ, 2005; Oliver et al., 2015); another
example could be the nocturnal ‘lockdown’ of roads in
spring to allow migrations of endangered amphibian

species where overpasses and direct rescue are not
effective (LeClair et al., 2021).
Olivier’s reply to key point 3 – “Nature claims its
space back” puts humans outside of nature, derived
from Western religion (Gottlieb, 2006), reinforced in
areas such as Africa by European colonial ideology that
saw Africa as a wild continent empty of humans
(Neumann, 1995). Yet humans are a part of nature, just
like any other species, humans are impacted by nature
and have an impact on nature. With few exceptions,
humans are found in all of nature’s environments. Dark
earths, archaeological methods and colonial maps (Fig.
1) all attest to the fact that people existed in places that
current ecologists previously thought were not
populated. If nature and humans have been travelling
along history’s paths for time immemorial then the
question arises, why did they disappear from some areas
and how did this impact wildlife and conservation?
There is therefore no need for a pandemic in order to
investigate the results of totally excluding human
presence from an area on wildlife and its implications
on conservation.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion an ecological contextualisation of past
historical events should merge and not contrast the

Figure 1. Popula'on distribu'on of Gabon in 1940 and 1970. The province of Haute-Ogooué (Southeast) was added
to Gabon in 1964 (adapted from Pour'er, 1989 and Sau;er, 1966)
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understanding of the effects of the current pandemics
and global events involving the conflicts between
humans and wildlife. It is not just history that needs to
be included in ecological and conservation science, but
a whole host of social sciences. We need to climb out of
our silos to look around.
Ecologists, entering a new study site empty of human
inhabitants, need to make the default assumption that
people did inhabit the site at one time. The question is
then what happened that resulted in their
disappearance, why did humans not come back and
what disruptions occurred in the ecology of the site. At
the same time, entering into a landscape with high
human dominance could lead to the question of what is
possible to learn from the past to understand and even
plan for the future consequences and changes of such
human pressures.
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